FC 10

AUTOMATIC 10-BIN FRICTION COLLATOR - collates variety of paper stocks and weights at speeds up to 3,600 sets per hour* - 275 sheet bin capacity* - touch-button control panel with LED 4 digit counter simplifies set-up and operation - programming modes include preset batch, insertion, and an alternate bin mode for continuous production - adjustable stacking table for straight or criss-cross stacking - self-centering feed guides eliminate the need to reposition on-line bookletmakers for different size stock - adjustable feed and separator pressures on each bin - “bin empty” sensor - extra large, detachable feed trays - options include a base with casters (shown), and corner stapler

Dimensions (D x W x H): 21 x 28 x 41 ¼ inches (34 W, 63 H with base), Shipping weight: 200 lbs. (250 with base)